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welcome to vodice!
Distance from Vodice:
>> zagreb  315 km
>> ljubljana  431 km
>> Wien  666 km
>> MŰnchen  568 km
>> roma  1097 km
>> paris  1660 km
>> prague  994 km

>> 2600 hours of sunshine a year
>> more than 250 km of cycling trails
>> 6000 m of well-tended beaches
>> numerous isles and islets with hidden coves 
>> 2 nearby national parks: “Kornati NP” and
    “Krka NP”
>> 3 Blue Flags: Blue Beach, Srima, ACI Marina
>> 2 nearby airports: Split and Zadar



www.vodice.hr/en/about-vodice

Vodice is a perfect and tailor-made destination for modern travelers.
Nestled in a lovely cove and surrounded by islands and beautiful beaches, Vodice offers the 
perfect combination of relaxation, activity, culture and entertainment.
The friendly hosts will make sure you feel right at home.



www.vodice.hr/en/about-vodice/srima

Srima
Srima welcomes you with its long coves and stunning beaches.
Don’t hesitate to find your place in the sun.



www.vodice.hr/en/about-vodice/island-prvic

Prvić Luka, Prvić Island
The island of the Croatian visionary Faust Vrančić. The Croatian Renaissance genius, who 
the world remembers as the inventor of the Homo Volans.
Visit the Faust Vrančić Memorial Centre
and lose yourself in his reveries.



www.vodice.hr/en/about-vodice/island-prvic

Šepurine, Prvić Islands
Full of spirit and beauty, as if time had stopped. Unwind, because Šepurine is perfect for relaxing 
the body and mind.



www.vodice.hr/en/experience-vodice/beaches

Beaches
Vodice Bay boasts more than 6 km of  captivating  pebble beaches, 
which offer perfect getaways from the everyday hustle and bustle. 
The beaches in Vodice are easy to access and are renownedfor their 
numerous and diverse amenities that you
won’t be able to resist.





www.vodice.hr/en/experience-vodice/gastro-entertainment

Gastro
Savour the flavours and aromas of traditional Mediterranean cuisine in the 
Vodice restaurants. Experience the colours, scents and flavours of organically 
grown vegetables from the gardens of Vodice, wild plants from the island and the 
hinterland with homemade olive oil and a drop of fine Vodice wine.



www.vodice.hr/en/experience-vodice/cultural-heritage

Culture
Take a peek into the streets of Vodice and the narrow alleys of the old part 
of town. They bear witness to the continuity of life and the tradition of the 
locals.



www.vodice.hr/en/experience-vodice/active-vacation

Activities
Take a walk or, better still, a bicycle ride into the Vodice 
hinterland and discover the hidden roots of ancient 
settlements situated along the fertile olive groves and 
vineyards.



www.vodice.hr/en/experience-vodice/active-vacation

Enjoy sports all year round. Experience a one-of-a-kind adventure with 
an array of tailor-made programmes and tours. Walk, ride bicycles, sail, 
row, dive... enjoy life!



www.vodice.hr/en/events

Events 
Don’t miss the celebrations and festivals in 
Vodice. Learn more about the age-old customs 
and take in the unique atmosphere of the 
unforgettable nights in Vodice.



www.vodice.hr/en/accommodation

Accommodation
Find the best accommodation at hotels, family lodgings or campsites. The hospitable hosts will 
make sure that your dream holiday becomes a reality.
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